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lmpossible! Bergson after Duchamp after Caillois
Sarah Kolb

Wtfl I

S PH LOSOPHY of intuition, Henri tsergson has been recogniseal as one
of the most iniuential figures in the history of historical avant-gadism., Nevertheless,

art historisns have not yet focused in depth on his particular importance for orc the
most famous artists of th€ twentieth c€ntury, whose epoch-making oerv,,e is to be
understood in direct contradistinction to the paradigms of classical a!.ant-gardism:
Marcel Duchamp. And yet, a comparative anal)sis of their works is anything but
fsr-fetched., After a[, when Duchamp caln€ to Pads in 1904, planning to starr a
career as an artist, the phenomenon of Bergsonism was iust about to reach its peak,
aüd particularly to become one of the most relevant sources for th€ contempoHy
art trends of Fauvism, cubism and Futurism. Since Duchamp came into contact with

all these trends in the course of his 6rst ätt€mpts of swimming' up to 1912,3 it is
obvious that he was conscious of B€rgsont philosophy and its impact. But while
leading avant-garde artists such as Hend Matisse, Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, Alberr
Gleizes and lean Metzinger related to Bergsont philosophy in order to reinforce their
artistic principles,a Duchamp finaly decided to take another forks and to break with

any kind of dogmatism or unambiguity, be it artistic, s€ientifrc or metaphysical.
Howevea the deeply novel conception of art that Duchamp developed as a result of
this weighty decision is to be seen, as will be argued in the folowing, in immediate
relation to Bergsonb dichotomic conceptualisation of life änd d€ath, intuitioü and

intellect, memory and matter perception and actior! precision and indifierence,
creativity and dogmatism, ot duree and toütJait.

Staircase and Passäge
As Duchamp turned his back on the cont€mporary art scene in order to push on with

dlat highly independent-minded kind of hvant-gardism which Clement Greenberg
would finally address as an unsurpassable role model for 'adränced-adEnced artl6 his
crucial point of departure was his notorious Nule Descending a Stabcasa No. 2,
completed in Ianuary 1912. At that point, he wäs in clos€ contact with the so-called

goup of artrsts and writers (not Ieast including his two €ld€r
brothers, lacques Villon and Raymond Duchamp-\4llon), whos€ concept of multiple
perspectives was chancterised not only by a number of dgid formal criteria, but also
by an intellectual approach which would eventualy turn out to be quite inspiring lor
Duchamp. Still, when he wanted to show his latest painting in the Puteaux Cubists'
Puteaux Cubists, a

exhibition at the Salon des lnddpendants in March 1912, Gleizes and MeEinger, the
tlvo heads of the group, reso-

lutely reiected his

Nnde,

objecting not only to its literary

it
a human figure in

tide, but also to the fact that
suggested

motion inst€ad ofth€ taditional

pose.' However, it was clear
ftom the start that his painting
would pose a chalerge to the

orthodox cubists. After all,
whereas his coleagues refeffed

to Bergsonb intuitionist conc€Pt

of qualitative multiplicity with

their multiple perspectives,
Duchamp had deliberately
decid€d to bring in an inte[ectual perspectiv€ by adopting the

Matcel D&haap, Nrde DeseaAing a
SkiMs Na 2, 1912 oil on anus,
147 x 89,2 cn Courtesy Philadelphia
_th€
Museun of Art
Louise ud

w.lter Arensberg Collection.
Philadelphi{ MuFh of A.t, Objed

Nmb€r I95o-13!L59. lmag€ €opFight
A isrs Righß society (Ars), New
York/E tate of Mücet Duchdnp
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method of ch&nophotogaphy and adding a titerary title to his tatest painting.
Of
course, it was out of the question for him to meet the puteaux Cubists haffway by
changing the title or contributing another work according to th€ir obliging suggestion.s
Instead, he alirmed his attempt to repres€nt, with his multiple temporat persp€crives,
nothing like a coher€nt flgur€ in rerms of a qualitative synthesis, but in fact an analytical
abslraction of movement:, Thüs his N,rde can be understood in the strict sense of
Bergson's critique of tinematographic thinking' as escapist, of which more later.
On the occasion of hii radical disagr€ement with rhe put€aux Cubists, Duchamp

d€cided to distance himself from the padsian art scene and to take a time-out in
Munich during the summer of 1912.10 this spontaneous reueat would prove to be
morc than productive, even seminal. Skipping back and forth berween his modest
studio and th€ Neu€ Pinakotl€k, and purposely relying on his own eclectic vision as
well as on the sterling achievements of art history, Duchamp rnade several sketch€s
and two oil paintings, which show än entirely new quality. ThLts Duchampt Munich
pedod demärcates not only the conclusion of his career as a paint€r or avant_gardisr
in the tmditional sense, but also the starring point of a long history of gimmickries,
experiments and objecüons with which he was to revolutionise art history.
Right {iom the start, Duchamp's Munich work was entir€ly devoted to the very
subiect which would henceforth be central to his multifaceted oerv,"€: the so-cäIed

'Brid€l first mentioned in a sket h titled Mecha ism ofch.tstity / Mechanicat Chastit,
(Fitst Studr for: zhe B dc Sttippe.l Barc br the Bachetoß). And yet, as this Bride
is
.Bachelors,
invariably linked to the counterpart of a number

of

Duchamp's basic idea, it can be
r€garded as a 'subject' only in

the ambivalent sense of

an

object of desire, agreement or
dispute. lhis is what prirnarily

becomes apparent with
Duchampt frrst Munich paint

ing titled Zre

Passage from

Marcel Duchanp, the Paßdge ,on
vrgi, to ßtAe, 19t2, oil oD canvas,
59.4 x 54 cm. Court€sy Müseun of
Modem Art (MoMA), New York, 2016.

Image copyright the Museun of
Moden Art, New Yort/Sc.la. Florence
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his Nune Descending a Stri,'crre Duchamp intended
to reprcsent an 'abstraction of movement' by an accumulation of Btatic positions or
to Btid.e. Whercas

terms, wkh me Pas ge Jroflt Virgifi to Brid.e he aim€d at transcending this chronological perspective whil€ turning towards a completely different kind of mov€m€nt
in the broader sense of qualitative progress and becoming.
lndeed, with regard to Passage there is no point in trlng to disnnguish discrete
positions or moments or to locate the two supposed subjects of the painting, '\trgirf
and 'Bride: On the conFary, any attempt to stabilire the two frgures would actualy
interfere with the crucial point of the painting. As lonathan Crary apdy remarks,

'words like viryn and bt .e Aenote discrete, whole, and delimited entities, while
parszge describes something opea in process, and dynamic'in terms of'a becoming
that has no subject':
Instea4 within a framed and limited spac€, we have an active freld of pot€ntialy
infrnite relationships, of doating elementr, which resist being inelted into a struc,
tural logic. lt is r '6€ld of ft€eplat wherc oppositions ar€ not contradictions and
wherc any form is fr€e of any necessary relation to any oth€r.Lr

Similarly, Robert Lebel, in his pioneering monograph on Duchamp, infe$ that
Pdsrdg€ does not figure the Bridet'loss of virginitl but rather the 'transformation
of one form into anotherj pointing to Duchamp's interest in 'problerns of psyche
and the organic:"
Whereas Crary and Lebel refer to Nietzsche and Frcud in order to point to
Duchampb new-found primacy of becoming, they notably neglect the crucial role,
much more obvious, assigned to Bergson's popülar philosophy of evolution.l3
Signifrcandy, in his literal bestsdlet Crcatiye h,olutior, first published in 1907 and
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1927, gergson exemplified his radical
critique of tinematographic thinking' by aüuding to the problem tlat thought is
necessadly based on a pdnciple of discrimination. Accordi[g to Bergson, concepts
like thild' or 'mar' are 'mere views of the mind, po$t re rrop l. . .l along the continuity of a progress', 'if language were here molded on reälit/ Bergson a$ues, 'we
should not say "Th€ child b€comes the man" but 'There is becoming from the child
to the man:11 ln the first propositiorl he explains, 'b€comes' is nothing but a verb
of indeterminate meaning, comparable to the uniform movement of a frlm, whose
function is to sup€rpose successive pictures in order to imitate r€al movement. But
when we say'There is becoming ftom the child to the marl (rust as Düchamp str€ss€s
Ihe Passage fron Virgin to Bride my emphasis), ttrcn 'becoming' comes to the

-

front as a tubject; referring to the reality of movement itself, and no longer to its
cinematographic imitation.t5
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By analogy with Bergsont metaphor of cinematographic thinking,
one is drawn to
the conclusion that Duchamp's Nüd€ does not figüe an imitation, but in fact
a cine_
matographic 'abstraction of movement: At the same time, it seems
that with his
painting Passage, he made his 6rsr rnajor step beyond the i[usionary
concept of a
clearly defned subiect as such. There is, therefore, every indication that
next
logical step, with his second Munich painting titted Bnla Duchamp definitely
aban_
doned the specious concept of before and aftea while alt the more implying a concrete

in;

b€coming and dte of passage, this time touching the outmoded idea of a
former
virgh and later wife Thus, with Bergson it s€erns natural to argue that Duchamp,s
focus turn€d away from subjections and towards becoming once and for
all.
Consist€ndy, with a sol€ exceptio[ B/ide was supposed to be Duchampk Iast painting
in the traditional sense.

Paintlng of Precision, Beauty of lndifference and lnfrathin
Duchamp3 nexr major proiec! which he took up as eady as 1912 in order to impte,
ment it after he had arrived in New york in l9l5 and to d€clare it definitivetv
unfinished' in 1923,16 was a deeply conceptual mixed-media wo * tined 7he Brtie
St Wed. Barc by Her Bacheloß, Even, also known as the Zarge Glass. Although this
large-scale work is basicaly structured like a traditional painring, it op€ns an entir€lv
new perspectjve due rhe fict that lacks opaciry in tavour of a prineiple ol uans_
'r
parency. Yet, in his corresponding notes, Duchamp designat€s this work
as a
'painting: which he defines not merely as a .picture on glassj but rather as a .delav
in glass as yor, would säy a "poem in prose'or a "spitloon in siJrer: pointirg to
Duchampt conviction that, at the end of the day, .the specrator makes the picturej
Dalia ludovitz remarks that Duchamp introduces this notion of delay ,in
rerms of a

deferral,

a passage

that postpoües the pictorial becoming ofpainting; white by using
the medium ofglass, he'denies one of the signatory marks of paintiry, that of figur€/
ground relations:]3
To s€t a basis for this pictorial becoming, against the background of its tlanspary the Large Glass is *tuctured in three sections: the lower ,Bachelor,s domainl
featuring a compl€x mechanism organised in cenftal perspectivej the upp€r .Brialeb
domäinj d€dicated to an oryanic-mechanicat entity reflecting the concept or reality
of üe fourth dimens'on: and, last but nor least, a centraj ,Horizon or.Bride! dressj
ambivalently separating and linking those üro domains.r,

en

This threefold structure is more than illuminating with regard to Duchamp! decision to move on from subjections and towards becoming, for the master plan of the
Larye Glass casta a\ürt on Duchampt deeply nov€l conc€pt of the image as such.

In striking paralel to the theory of perception which Belgson put forth in his book
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Matter afid Memory

n

18944 the Bachelors symbolise th€ changing viewpoints of
any individual entity, intentional subject or arbitrary spectato4 the Bride allegorises
a quasi-objective or universal 'intuition of dffation: that is a mode of'purc perception ; and the central Horizon or Bridet dress repres€nts th€ s€mi-perm€able medium
of the intermediary image.
Moreover, the three sections of the Grrsr can in no way be understood staticaly
or indep€ndendy of each other. Actualy, the contrary is th€ case. ln compliance with
Bergson's notions of intellect, intuition and imaginatiorL Duchamp insists on the fsct
that they are specifically idertwined, emerging one way or another only in the contord

of evet-changing backgroünds and different possible approaches.
However, the new perspective of these differcnt possible approaches does not orüy
affect the meaning of the Iarye Gk$, but Duchampb attitude towards art in generel.
With his dichotomic methodical vocabulary, summarised in his formula 'painting of
precisiol! and beauty of indifierencei't Duchamp referred not only to his time-con$ming work on the Glrss as well as to a number of oth€r elaborate wo*s, but also to his
diametrical concept of the 'ready-made; which, as Linda DalrFnple Hendeßon has
pointed out, direcdy traces back to Berysonb popular essay oi LauglüeL,t As a
'Jilatter

of fact, whereas Bergson refers to a stumbling man as an exemplary obiect of fidicule
right at the outs€t of his argument,':3 in 1917, Duchamp seizes oü the \€ry same khd
of situational humoua as Bert Jans€n rema*s, with a wail coat rack narled to the floor
of his studio and tided l/eruchet (:lmp)

whid\hterily means Stumbling block'.e
To g€t an idea of Duchampb manifold approaches to art, one might also invoke his
Mona Lisa with rctouched moustache and bead as well as the 'hot ass' connoted in its
6ne L,H.O.O.Q (1919)j his s€f-staging alias kose S'Atary O921t, n ter':.ß of a ph.rtomontaged female alter ego who would fnally function as audrcr of several of his
prospectir€ works; a numt€r of'bo@s'contäining meticulous reproductions ofhis notes
and miniahres of his works (19f4-66); his qu3si-metaph)ßicsl conc€pt of inftaüin'
(inlramin@),tu:ilI]Ede prblic within t]€ fi:amework ofa special issue ofthe tmagazine
vlsw (1945)x his acephalous marnequin with a water tap onitslee,ticled Iazy HaÄa'arc
and dr€ssing a shop window of a New York bookstore (1945); or, tasr but üot least, hjs
ass€mblage Given: 1. The watataL 2 The lüuminating ca, (1945.-66),
conspicuously app€adng as an homage not only to the Statue of Liberty, but also to

truly uns€ttling

Gustave Coubet's scandaloüs p

jnttn,me Origirl oJthe yolrC, while

seeming to subtly

hint with his tide at Bergsonb pivotal con€ept of duration first uruoll€d in his E$rt o,'
the ImmediaE Data oJ C,antciousness.x
In sum, it seems fäil to say dlat with his methodical pluralism, Duchamp espouses
that paradoxical 'method of intuition' which B€rgson defined in t€rms of an approx,

imation to the l"risbility and fleetingness of reality
Metaplrysict ot 19031

h

lns famo]us

In

oduction ta
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elD\.nmp, Eta t do",ös: t" h chüa
2" le

ga. d,t.lßi/rg.

.,

.

lcjln:

L me

IUdteülL 2. me ltL"ni"dting cas

(inside view), 1946-66,

...l

b.ickr

v0lver.
woo4 prchm€nt over arnature of lad,
steel, brßs, qnthetic putties and.dhesives,
allninim sh€et, welded sreel vire sc.cen

and woodj P€g,Bo€.d, haia oil paint,
plastic,st€el binder.lips, ptastic.lothespins,
twies, leav€s, gla$, pltyood, bns pia.o

s.res, cotron, couotype
pdnts, a(t'lic nrnish, chalk, graphte,
paPe4 cardboard, täp€, pen ink, clectric
lieht 6xtures, gas lamp (B€c Auer tyDe),
fou rubbe! .örk, eleckic notor, ..okie
hirge, nails,

tin

üd

linoleum. Courtesy philadetphia

Mu*un of Ärt Gift of the Casnd.a
Foundation. Philadelphia Mus@n of Art,

ObjectNuob€r 1969 4r-r. rmage @pyright
Artisrs Rights Society (AxS) New york/
Estate of Marc€l Duchamp

No image can replace the intuition of duration, but mmy divers€ images, borrowed
from very difierent orders of things, nay, by the conv€rsence of ther action, direct
consciosness to the precise point where there is a certain intuition to be seized.
[. . .] By providing that, in spite of their ditrerences of asp€cr, they all require from
the mind the same kind of atrention, I. . .l we shall gradually accustom consciosness
to a particnlar and cl€arly-defned disposition thar precisely which it must adopt
in order to appear to itself as ir really is, withour my veil.,'
In terms of this tlearlydeined disposirionj which shaü bring consciousness .ro
appear
to itself as it really is, without äny veil namely by tÄe medium of irnäges not only ,as

dissmilar as pos.iblel bur älso bo,,owed trom very d,trerenl oraer. of Lhing,i for
obvious reasons one is tempted to rhin_k not only of Duchamp's ready mades,
but
rlso ol hrs chosen one, Lhe Bride. Wherea. üe concepr ot rhe ready-näde. as Thomds
Zaunschirm has pointed out, is not least conn€cted ro the idea of free choice in
the
face of a pre-made objecr of desire, a .ready maid;4 the Bride with her highty
dissimilar
aPpearances just se€ms to shout for a count€rpart in order to appear,without
any
veil: ln view of his abstract painting, his enigmarical notes, his female alter
ego, his
atienat€d Mona Lisa, his acephalous mannequin or his seedy peepshow, for
Duchamp
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it is not merely beauty, but mther 'beauty of indifierence' that lies in tlrc

eye of the

beholder. Exempladly, the correlation of Duchampt method of 'precision painting'
with this 'beauty of indifierence' emerging from images 'as dissimilar as possible' and

'borrowed from very diferent orders of things' becomes plausible in view of the ,4rg€
Grars. As Octavio Paz males clear, the Bride with its manifold apparatuses and aspects,
as opposed to the Bachelors, is characterised by a p nciple of transformation:

'fte Bride

is

a'*tsp

who secretes by osmosis the €ssence (gasolirc) oflove. Ihe wasp

draws the rcceßwy doses from her liquid tank.

fte tar*

is

ü

bsailating bathtuH

that Fovides for th€ Bridek bgiene, oa as Duchamp sals somewhat €ruely, for her
diet. In th€ Gtve,, ide$ become imag€s, and the irony disappeds: the tank i! trrned

itto the lele, ard th€ 'wasp'motor' into the nak€d girl, oeatue of the waters. But
th€ best €xampl€ of these changes - fton dre liquid state to the gaseous or vice \€rsa,
equi!.alent to mutations ofgender is the MilkyWryofthe rrlge Gla$, madfestation
of the Brid€ in th€ moment wh€n, as rh€ is being süipped, she reaches th€ fulness
of d€light. th€ Ia ky Way is a doud, a gaseous form thlt has b€en and wil again be

w{t€r The cloud is d€ste before its crystalizatiory it is not the body but its ghost,
th€ ;drefse dlat has ceased to be an idea and is not y€t perceptible reality. Our erotic
imagination c€aselessly produces clouds, phantoms. fte cloud is the veil that reveals
more than it hid€!, the plac€ where forms de dissipated and born anew It is the
metamorphosis, and for this rason,

b

Inrge Glasr, it is the manifestation of the
drleefold joy of the Bride as she is sEipped bare ultnrapid ifftartmeous cornmu,
t]:.e

nication betwe€n the machine stat€ and that of the

Millf

Way.1,

In the light of her hazy appearänce, the Bride s€ems to be predestined to be associated
with Bergson's postuläte of the hidden nature of duration, virtually €merging by

'intuitionl or, to put it with Duchamp, by 'precision painting, and beauty of indifier,
encel combined with an aspiration of infiathinl thus one can infer tlut Duchamp's
methodic approach goes with thos€ thee basic rules thät are fundamental to Bergsont
method of intuition according to Gilles Deleuze. Rule one, 'the stating and creating
of problems; codd b€ defned as the aim of'precision painting', rule two, 'th€ discovery

of genuine difiererces in kindl as a resolt of infrathirl; and rüle three, 'the äpprehension of real timej as a contingent manifestation of'b€auty of indilference:3o

What if Creation Precedes Theory?
What can we l€arn if we look at Duchampt art ttuough Bergsonian glasses, with a
view to highlighting potential corrcspondences or inted€rcnces between their works?
Does it make sense to speak of an immediate influence oi or reference to, Berysont

BERGSON AFTER
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philosophy in rerms of Duchampt highly eclectic oerv,,e? Is

Du(hamp! recourse

it not mor€ likelv that

Bergson is bur one of myriads of reference points essenr_rallv
charactPrising his work?
Lo

Yes and no. On the on€ hand,

it obviously does not make sense to argue that
Duchampk oerl,'e would not be conceivable beyond the scop€ of Bergson's philos,
opht but, on the other hand, it would be just as alisproportionat€ to reduce
Bergson's impact to or y one random factor among many. After all, Bergsonk
philosophy can be viewed not mercty as a parudignatic tnanifestation of t}tat

particular zeitgeist ofwhich Duchamp, once that he had emancipated himsetf from
the paradigms of histodcal avant,gardism, would manage to stay ah€ad. Rather,
Bergson's philosophy can be viewed as an ideal-typical insbutfient to transcend
that zeitgeist, which actually proved to be less open-minded than it appeared to
be. Note that Beryson, in an inteftiew given in 1911, vehementty objected to the
Puteaux Cubists' claim ro theoretically reinJorce their artistic work by säying: .For
the arts I would prefer genius, and you?'3,
In view of Bergson's conservative attitude towards art, which is beyond debäte,3,
one can proceed on the assumption that he would most certainly have objected to
Duchamp's ex!'e.imental approach as well. Büt at the same time, in retrospect it
seems quite likely that he would still have had to concede one signmcant advanrage
to it. \vith regard to Duchampt work, it would eventually be far too simplistic to
argue 'that theory precedes creation: for on closer inspectiorL ntler the reverse is
true. E\,€n though Duchamp was intent on referring to theori€s, he would alwavs
make a point of doing so play'fllly, wtuch is arbitrarijy. Whether Ducharnp, subr_ly
hinting towards the iron/ironicat laws of anarchism, defitred himselJ as an ,an,altist,
or as a 'rcspiratod as a chess player, a player on words, or as Xrore Silar?, his art
basically defi€s stdngent definition and is in no way overly intelectual, but rather
hedonistic and lambent and as such literaly dra n ftom life.
Hence it is scarcely by mere coincidence that simültan€ously with Duchampt late
success within the contexts of minirnalism, pop art, Fluxus, happenings and concep_
tual art, neo-Berysonism emerged as a new field of cdtical r€flection, featuring an
entirely new generation of images. In other words, if postsFucturalist and postmod,
ernist philosophi€s are chancterised by an emphasis on the notions of proc€ssuatity,
discontinuity, h€tercgeneity, subtlety and s€U-organisation, which obviously trace
back to Be{gson, this focus cän equally be observed in the fine arts from the 1960s
onwards in terms of minimalist, conceptual, performativ€ or seemingly trivial prac,
tices coer€lly tracing back to Duchamp. Thus one can safely say that Bergsonb and
Duchamp's works have a similar direction of impact, narnely in terms ol a primacy

of immanence that can dawn on the recipient at best by means of peryetual
re-enactm€nt, or, to put it another way, of deliberate speculation.
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Duchamp explicitly referred to this kind of apprcach in a lecture given in 1957 by
pointing to a fundamental diferenc€ b€tween what an artist intends to realise and

what he or sh€ actualy does realise. Thus defining the ärtist as 'a mediumistic being'
whose decisions in the creatir€ act 'rest with pure intuitioni Duchmp revealingly

iNoked a so-caled art coelicient' being immanent in each work of art, and proving
to b€ the decisiv€ factor for its life änd äfterlife.33
From this peßp€ctive, when it comes to the specific 'arr coeficient' contained in
Duchampk work, it may w€ll b€ that he never intended to realise a kind of art which
could potentially be described within Bergsonian terms. But what h€ did realise with
his disparate oeürle is not only an ideal'tpical point of origin for ever-changing
interyretatio$ and future trends featudng a primacy of becoming, but also a new,
su+risingly positive image of the ready-made, which
on Bergson's philosophy.

is

peculiarly apt to cast

a

new light

Whereas Bergson derälued üe r€ady-mad€ to re!"tue the singularity of intuitiorr
it was left to Duchamp to revalue ']he ldea of Fabricationi tust mentioned in his Bo,r
of 1914, it tetms ot ptimacy of concept to which realisation is only subsidiary. In
^

o

practice, this idea refers to 3 Sta dad Stoppages, an etperiment
'camel chancd
n'hich Du.hamp put into practice in 1913 by dropping thrce staight horizontal threa^,
each o e metre long, from a height of o e mebe onto a hotizo tal plane in otiler to

oeate h new image ofthe u it oJ larythl'cttsting a pataphysi.nl doabt on the concept
ofa st/aight line as bei g the shoftest roatefrofi one point to anothetV Accotdttrgly,
it se€ms natual that Duchamp cäme up with the idea of using chanc€ as 'a means
of depersonalising a[ decisions pertaining to forml as Herbert Molderings remarks
with referenc€ to a mnge of eperimental strategies that h€ developed in the cont€xt
of his magnum opus:
In the b?othetical wodd ol the Latge

Gla.ss, it is chanc€ that det€rmines measule
and form; it determhes the geom€Ey of the happenings in the domain of the ,td€

rndinrhe bachelor ,lnchir€. Its pres€n

e is

levels: point, line and sudace. 'V/ind

for the dr3it pistons / Ski[

Weight

-

thr€efold ard operates on ttuee difi€rent

for the standärd ltops / to be dev€lopedj Duchmp
notes in the G/€€r 3d.35

Likewise,

w

-

for the holes

tes

ir

/

one of his

it

was also left to Duchamp to rel€lue manufactured goods th€mselves
by defining them as ärt with his ready-mades, for which he of€red some precise

conditions of production shordy after he arrived in New York in 1915. ln one of
his notes of that time, published in the G,'ee, Bo, of 1934, Duchämp remarkably
considered the possibility to create a ready-msde in terms of a 'r€ndezvousl that is
by 'planning for a moment to come (on such a day, such a date, such a minute), "to
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insctibe a rcadtlnade"', which tan later b€ looked for (with alt delays).'36In
fact, as
he made a number of ready-mades according to this vadanr idea of fabrication,
Duchamp even went to the l€ngths of inscribing an apparently meaningless
text,
an abstract piece of prose, on fou[ postcards, which he arranged into a work
addressed to his patrons Walt€r and Louise Arensberg
tttled Re dezyous of
^nd
Sunday, Fcbruary 6, 1916.'
Duchamp's ready,mades can thus be understood in t€rns of a rendezvous with
the unforeseen ofduration by m€ans ofan intentional recou$e to the verv,imme_
diate data ofcon*iousness lhar Bergson had invoked in terms ofan apprehensron
of real time or düration (dutöe). Ry impti.anon, Duchampk concept of the ready,

made seems to r€fer not least to tllat controversial method of .intuition; which
B€rgson had defined in t€rms of a foundation of his philosophy in his famous
Bologna lecture of 191Ii
What is thir intuition? r tle philosopher has not been able to give the fonula for
it, we certainly are not able to do so. But what we shal mäIuge to recapture ud to
hold is a certain idermediary imag€ betw€en the simplicity of tll€ concrete intuirion
and th€ complexity of the abstractions which translate it,

N

receding and vuishing

irnage, which haüts, unperc€ived perhaps, the mind of the philosophea which
follows hin like his shadow through the iff and outr of his thought and which, if

it is trot the intuition itsef,

approaches it much more closely than the conceptual
expression, of necessity symbolical, to which th€ intuidon musr hav€ recourse in

ord€r to turnilh ?xplanation: [. . .] WlEt 6lst of a[ characterizes this inEge i! the
powet of negotion it possesses. [...] tt se€ms to me that htuition often behaves in
speculative matters like the d€mon ofsocrates h pracricat life, it is at least in this
form that it begins, in this form also that it continues to give the most ctear,cut
manifestätions: it forbids. Faced with cur€ntly accept€d ideas, theses which seemed
evident, affirm*ions which h|d up to rllat time pssed as scientific, it whispers into
the phnosopher's ear the wotu Inpossibtep

Impossible! That is what Duchamp's inner demon might have whispercd as wel when
he made up his miüd to refrain ftom that unquestioned glo frcation of Bergsons
philosophy, in other words from that questionable Bergsonism which was the

order

of the day in avant-garde circles in 1912. And if so, that might be one of th€ rcasons
that in a count€movement, in one of his cr'?tic notes of 1913, he projected a:

| 7he rtswatian of I possrr&. | (not |s the opposite of inpossible I nor as
related to probable I nor as subordinated to like9 ftepo$,,le i! only a physical
I
I
Possibte

taustic' {vitriol t}"€} | blning up all aestlEtics or calisrics.3,

I
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As he conceived the physical taustic' of his art in terns of a 'Possible without the
slightest grain of ethics of aesthetics and, of metaphysicsj as another note dating back
to 1913 reveals, Duchamp also coNid€red it necessary to mise the question: 'The
ph'sical Possible? yes, but which physical Possible. rath€r hpophysicala while adding

in another note: 'The possible is I an infrathin [.. .] implying I the becoming - the
passage ftom I one to the other takes place I in the infrathin. allegory on'forgetting":ar Against this background it makes s€nse that}:.e con eiyea'The Bridz Stripped
Barc by Het Bachelaß, Eve . to sepaßte ürc ready-made, wholesale hom the ready
/orrnd not I€ast stressing that 'The separalion is än operationla'

Unsurprisinglt when Denis de Rougem€nt who had presented his book klft
Delil in a New York window display designed by Duchamp in 1943 - asked
him 'What is genius?' in 1945, Duchamp would answer with one of his puns,
pointing not only to the mentioned 'impossibility of itoti (impossibilite d.efet)
^s
conttasted with his predilection for irony, but äIso to the resonating impossibility
of making (inpossibilitä dzfaile) as agäinst the possibility of letting things happen.a3
Thus one can hypothesise that Duchamp related to Bergson's method of intüition
like he chos€ a number of ready-mad€s, which is in terms of an open-ended
rendezvous with a realltrrd philosophy serving as an ideal point of d€parturc
for his subversive oerl/re.

of the

Diagonal Science and Phllosophy of

Art

Ägainst the background of this open-ended involvement, it is clear that an interconnection between Bergson's and Duchampl works is to be seen not so much in th€
s€nse of an assertive recourse as in the sense of an oblique reference. Hence,
Duchampt approach can be described by analogy with that theory ofaiagonal science'
which the French philosopher and writer Roger Cailois 6naly oudined in 1959 aiter
implicitly pursuing it in his own v/ork since he had turned his back on surrealism
and its glorification of the irrational in the mid-1930s.a 'When it comes to rigorous
investigationi Cailois writes in 1970 with reference to his transdisciplinary approach,
genius alrnost always involves borowing a prcven method or fruidul hpothesis and
using it in a field where no one häd previously imagined that it could be appliedl$
Whereas he approves that the 'evolution of science pärtly lies in the progress of its
own classificationsl Cailois points out that the tundamentäl 'problem is that special-

ization encourages scientists to penetrate ever more de€ply in the same direction,
making it harder for them to discovea observe, or imagine revolutionary p€rspec,
tivesl6 In favour of these new perspectives, implying the possibility to p€rceive or
suspect 'the coherent picture that would give unity and meaning to the wholeiaT
Caillois thus mäles the case for his concept of diagonal sciences':

I
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disciplin€s d force them to engage ir dialogu€. ]lrcy

leek to rnak€ out th€ single legislatiotr uniting scattered and seemingly
unrelated
phenomena. Slicing obliqu€ly throwh
world, they decipher l*ent
compti.ities and reveal neglected conelations. Tley wish for ard seek to fulther a forh
of knowledge that would tust irwolve ttle workings of a bold imaginarion
md be
folowed, the4 by strict controls, a[ the mor€ necessary in,,ofar as such audaciry
tlies
to estäblish e!€r riEkier tsansversat paths_ Such a network of shortcuts s€ems
€.!€r more
indispensabl€ today lmong the man, isolated oueosts spread our along
the pedpher),
without internal ün€s of commmicarion rafüch is th€ site of fruittul research.a

Now that the pr€sent essay suggests establishing

a

tlansveEsl dialogu€ between Bergsonb

philosophy of intuition and the physical taustic, of Duchampt
art, it is of pe;ufiar
interest that Cailois! attempt to promote a kind of knowledge that woütd go along
with
'the workings of a bold imagination wäs not least inspired by his perception
oi their
antagonistic positions. Already in r93& in one of his early diagonat essays,
Caillois
refered to that specific mlth,nlakj,nl ta.vtq' VonctionJabutattice) whjch Bergson h^d

],]ljoaüced in The Two Sources of MomUry an t Refigio, in 1932.s Strting that
mlthical
like'a qnasi-ha ucinatory inage,abte to,provoke, in the
absence ofinstinct, the behavior that instinct itrefwould have triggered;so he
associates
it with a faculty to reveal som€ of the neglected correlations to which he would later
refer in tenns of his diagonäl approach. And still in 1970, as he united .texts äs
diverse
repres€ntation tunctions

as one could imagine'iust as if 'a demon had pushed

dr,

him in his änthology Caja,
öchiqttier lspaces on a Chessboardl,sr Cailois referred to Du€hamp as one of the great
'liberators of imaginatiod pointing to his highly sp€chlised book on chess,
Ibpposiabr
et les.ases conjuguäes sorlt töconcili.öes

loppositionand Sister Squ$es Are Reconciledl,

which had fascinated him since its publication in 1932 as he considered that it could
?rovide a key to the entire activiry of the author:ez Moreovea Caillois's int€rest in
Duchamp is €mphaticäly reflected in an essay on ,Figurärir€ and Non Figuative
"Painting' in Nature and Artl which he published atongside ofhis first plea for diagonal
sciences' in 1959.53 Aftrr opening his argum€nt .lrith reference to the wings of
a butterfly,
suggesting that their chato]€nt suffac€s seem to r€preseüt something Iike
the .ready_
made work'ofa painter,s Cailois draws upon a ränge of ninete€nth_century

Chines€

artists, who, 'insteäd of painting, content€d thems€lves with slicing slabs of marble,
framing them, titling them, signing them and presenting them as such to the public,
as if it were a matter of veritable paintingsj in oder to come to the
conclusion which
just se€rü obvious from a present-day perspecrive:
Duchamp's audacity signifres that th€ essenti lies in th€ responsibility
taken by the
dtist by putting his si$ature on any obiect which he has or has not made, bur
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which he masterfully makes his own as he uncovers it ar an oeuwe able to provoke,
€xacdy like a m*terk paintiry, the artistic €motion.ss

Likewise, Caillois's own scientific rcsearch was motilated by a tundamentsl bias
against the absüact language ofphilosophy in favour ofa downright ilterest in 'every
eye*'ink of reality and imagination (not to cite Bergson's with his 'immediate data

particula y recognise in everyday objecb or
phenomenä like insects, stones, dreams, mtths, the irnages of s poetic language or
the bold activities of heart and mind.$ Thus it is arguable that with his het€rogeneous
o€w,'e, Caillois drew back, just like Duchamp did and as Bergson would ptrt it, to
'many diverse imagesi belonging to 'verl difierent orders of things: which might
coincide in order to direct consciousness to the precise point where there is a certain
intuition to b€ seizedi5T
Beyond the horizon of traditional art historical practice and its pre\aililg häpto,
phobia with more expeimental, subjectivist or historicist methods, what we have
already begun to learn from Duchamp could be turther established with B€rgson and

of

consciouBness'), which he would

Caillois. An advanced phnosophy of art would thus be one that combines the poten-

tialities of intuition and a
bold imagination witi the
need for precision arld strict
controls.s Finaly, in the light

of that 'logic of the imaginary' which Cailois brought
onto the scene with his diag-

onal sciences,se art and its
attendant histories and theo-

des are no longer about
substantive messages, but
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rather abour questioning their contingent effects and afiects upon a particular
envi_
ronment or b€holder. By meäns of a transversal approach, an ädvanced philosophy
of arL mighL tius have to deal wirh unstoppabte trandormations ofdominanl

struc.

tures of knowledge, ourpacing self-refercntial interpretations in favoür of a blooming
Iield of reciprocal actions and attmctions, which can be cultirated by anyone
willing

to join the game. In view of that promising perspective, which can be derived from
the philosophies of Beryson, Duchamp and Caillois, fimlly it might be most productive
not to let oneself get carri€d away with their lra, yital or waterfal flow but to take
an independent stand against the impressiveness of th€ü iluminating gaze.
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